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Mobile Vacancies in a Quantum Heisenberg Antiferromagnet
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The ground state of a quantum vacancy in a 2D antiferromagnet is found to involve a long-range dipo-
lar distortion of the staggered magnetization. An eA'ective Hamiltonian of vacancies interacting with
long-wavelength spin waves is derived. The implications for the anitferromagnetic long-range order are
discussed.
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The experimental observation of 2D antiferromagnetic
(AF) ordering in La2Cu04 and related compounds' has
posed a number of puzzling questions concerning the be-
havior of the correlation length and the dynamical struc-
ture function as functions of temperature and doping.
While the experimentally observed correlation length for
the most pure crystals is consistent with a 2D Heisenberg
model, doping or nonstoichiometry has a strong effect
which is not understood. It is natural to associate this
effect with mobile vacancies introduced into 2D Cu-0
planes by doping. The interesting question is to under-
stand how a very small (much below the percolation lim-
it) concentration of holes in the 2D antiferromagnet
could limit the correlation length.

Our starting point is the Hamiltonian combining
Heisenberg exchange and kinetic energy of the mobile
"holes" in a 2D square lattice of spins,

tLY t Cf J ~+ Cf gZ~ ~Cf g CJ yZy yCJ yy
0 2 LJ

where the c s are electron creation/annihilation opera-
tors constrained to single occupancy and i is a Pauli ma-
trix, so that the second term is just the Heisenberg spin

exchange. Such a Hamiltonian, it may be argued, cap-
tures the essential physics of the Hubbard model in the
large on-site repulsion limit J/t « I near half filling and
is a natural starting point for describing a doped AF in-

sulator. Below we shall study the interaction of the holes
with long-wavelength AF spin waves described by the
nonlinear tr model. 5 We will show that the spin current
of the hole couples to the magnetization current carried
by the AF background spins, resulting in the appearance
of a nontrivial texture in the AF order parameter. We
find that the spin configuration induced by the mobile
hole has a dipolar symmetry (is "roton"-like) and the
distortion of the direction of the staggered magnetization
is long ranged and decays as r '. This effect contributes
to the destruction of the long-range AF order by vacan-
cies. It leads, at zero temperature (and with the assump-
tion of a quenched distribution), to an algebraic decay of
spin correlations, r 3'~ ", with the exponent proportional
to the density of holes.

A mobile hole interacts strongly with an AF-ordered
spin background as is most apparent in the Ising limit
J& =0, J, =J, where a state consisting of a string of
overturned spins is formed. 6 s Schematically, the hole
state can be sought in the form

~ tlt, (k)) =+X,, (k, v)IcI +gy;(k)cI+, c,'+; c) +-1~0),
J,cJ a, cr

(2)

with a = ~ x, + y. While XJ (k, v), y;(k) are simple in
the Ising limit, in the isotropic case, J~ =J„Eq. (2)
remains a reasonable variational form that can be used
in conjunction with the spin-wave theory. The ground
state with given momentum k is quite generally twofold
degenerate and can be labeled by v. The staggered mag-
netization halves the Brillouin zone, but translation by
one lattice vector followed by a global spin flip remains a
symmetry. Each "spin" state v clearly resides preferen-
tially on the sublattice with the same spin direction.

The wave function of Eq. (2) also arises perturbatively
for t, J~&&J, . ' The most direct effect of spin fluctua-

tions (J&e0) is to give the hole a finite bandwidth-t J~/J, , and, as first noted by Elser and Huse'p and
Trugman, to shift the crystal momentum of the ground
state to the edge of the reduced zone. The effective mass
is strongly anisotropic and the energy can be roughly ap-
proximated along each of the faces of the zone by
E;(k) =E+ [n (k —kp)] /2p where n = (+ I, ~ I )/J2
and kp=(~ tt/2, + tt/2).

The perturbation theory, however, does not adequately
describe the behavior of the continuous and isotropic
(J, =J~) spin background at large scales and low ener-
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gies. The latter can be understood semiclassically and

leads to interesting new phenomena. Specifically, the
hole, which retains quantum nature, generates a long-
ranged distortion in the direction of the staggered mag-
netization, 0, and a localized canting of the sublattices
leading to a (small) magnetization, m. To get some idea
about the basic physics, we will consider the hopping
term of Eq. (1) in the presence of the classical spin field,
which we make explicit by factorizing the electron
operator c (constrained to single occupancy) as c
=yI, ~w

' where y&, & creates a spinless fermionic hole
residing on sublattice a =A, B, and the spinor w ~'~ is a
Schwinger spin boson (s = —, wiw, ww =1). The explicit
sublattice index a, redundant on the lattice, is essential
for a smooth continuum limit, where a acts as the spin
label for the hole (N. B. above). We can represent the
semiclassical background spin distortion as a slowly

varying SU(2) rotation of the Neel state" w ~'l (r )
=R,e. ~here eq = (1,0), ett = (0, 1).

The relation of the globally defined R„ to the local or-
der parameter and magnetization can be understood by
the consideration of

R,R„+;=exp[2ii (Qxh, 0+3,Q+x 'Qxm)],
(3)

K =e
1Z~Bgzp

lz~ &gzy

(4)
0 ip z,

M=t. „ —ipz, 0

where d, = a V is discrete gradient along a, so that the
first factor represents the slow twisting of the order pa-
rameter 0. The second term is a relative rotation about
the local 0 axis' accompanying a finite rotation R (see
below). Finally, the m x 0 term represents the staggered
component of our rotation which generates a small rela-
tive canting of the sublattices yielding net magnetization
m (x. is the amplitude of the local staggered moment).
We assume slow gradients and small magnetization
80-m « l.

The hopping term involves R, R„+, which of course is
related to Eq. (3) by a rotation, but is more conveniently
parametrized by two spinors z and P (constrained by
zz=1 and Pz =0) in terms of which m= 2piz+H. c. —

and 0 =ziz Passing . to the continuum, R, R„+;—1

=iA, r, +iK, +ix 'M with A,

=ized,

z and

facilitate later calculations.
To leading order, the hopping term reads

Hk, =t(i B,yK, y+H c .).+4tPVIttr.

Its physical content becomes more familiar if we rotate
the hole wave function along the direction of staggered
magnetization defining + =Ry. Noting that RMR t
=i m and RK,Rt =i 0 x8, 0, one finds

H~=(t/pJ)j, (i 8,eie+H. c.)+4tm ~z@, (5)
A A

where j,—=pJQ x t), 0 is the magnetization current
(p, m=8, j,). The second terms couples the spin with

background magnetization and is responsible for the fa-
miliar6'4 polaron formation instability. The first term
represents the coupling of the spin current carried by the
hole to the magnetization current carried by the back-
ground and leads to some "new" physics: It favors a
twist in 0 (i.e., j,e0) whenever the hole hops. The dis-
tortion of the spin background driven by the linear terms
[Eq. (5)] is saturated by the exchange energy which for
the long-wavelength limit is given in terms of m, and 0
by the nonlinear cr Hamiltonians

H~= d'rig—'m'+pj ']J

where I is the susceptibility and p is the spin-wave stiff'-

ness. The dynamics of the long-wavelength spin field
is restored by our taking [0,',mj ] =ib(r —r')e~k0„,
[m„',m, ] =ib(r r') e;Jkm,",—and [0', 0~] =0, which
yields the correct semiclassical equations of motion.

The essential features of the spin texture which forms
around a mobile hole can all be derived from the lattice
Hamiltonian evaluated for a semiclassical variational
wave function. Let

~ y) =gy. e'" "e.({cr})~r, {a}),
C f 6 faI

where
~
r, {o})is a state with a vacancy at site r and a

spin configuration labeled by a set of cr = ~ 1, while the
spin wave function @,({cr})may be defined with the va-

cancy at the origin, since the spin configuration moves
"rigidly" with the hole. In the semiclassical limit @ can
be factorized in terms of single spins and becomes a
product of spinors

[e.({ })=Q:,,
p&0

Elaborating the earlier definition, we have w"~ =z,~
+ —, p, , if p CA and w, =e „(z„~—

—,p„,~) if pE 8
(for a=B the sublattices are interchanged). The hop-
ping matrix element becomes (working to first order in
m-80)

Er, =tRe y~vrtr pie z;z;sin a. k —„d ra A
a

+ 2 ge (p;z; —z ~;)cos a k —„d ra A . (8)
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The spatial integral over the vector potential A arises
from the expansion of the infinite product. The first
term here corresponds to the current coupling in the con-
tinuum Hamiltonian [Eq. (5)], leads to a twist in Q, and
is dominant for k = (x/2, tt/2), while the second term
[the spin coupling of Eq. (5)l induces canting or a local
magnetization and is most important near the zone
center and corners.

Minimizing (y~ H
~ y) numerically without further ap-

proximations we found that the direction of m„was
along, say, z for all r and that 0, was planar
(0"+iQr =e'~). Except precisely at k =0 and the zone
corners, 0 has a dipolar configuration: p=p r/r For.
t & J one readily finds analytically the dipole moment

p, -(2t/zJ)sink, which for k on the zone boundary is
normal to the zone face. On the other hand, the magne-
tization which is present for all k other than (z/2, x/2)
decays exponentially with r since the relevant stabilizing
term in the nonlinear a Hamiltonian is m /2X with no
gradients. For k=k(1, 1) the magnetization on the four
sites near the hole is isotropic —(tZ/J)cosk while for
k =(k,z —k) it has the same magnitude but is quadru-
polar: m(x) =m( —x) = —m(~y). Finally, we find
that the minimum of E(k) occurs at the face center
k = (z/2, z/2) (in agreement with other approximations).

The semiclassical calculation can be extended by our
including the spin fluctuations in the variational wave
function [Eq. (7)] by taking

and found them in semiquantitative agreement. The de-
tails of these calculations will be presented elsewhere.

It is interesting to note that the form of the spin dis-
tortion as a function of k given above is consistent with

t,J&«J, perturbation theory, as is the semiclassical
contribution to the effective mass tt J-/t . The latter
agrees with a purely classical estimate of the kinetic en-

ergy of a moving spin texture, which yields p '-Jp2.
While the dipole moment p is of order t/J for t/J«1,
for t & J we expect it to saturate, p- 1, implying a lower
bound on the hole mass in the limit t » J which scales as
J —

1

It is conceivable that for large t/J, textures other than
those described above (ferropolarons6 ' aside) become
energetically favorable. One plausible texture is the
Belyavin-Polyakov'6 soliton which carries an azimuthal
magnetization current and therefore couples to the hole.
Unfortunately the careful numerical investigation of this
limit is frustrated by the finite-size effects.

The existence of a long-range distortion of the stag-
gered magnetization associated with the hole is liable to
have a strong effect on the antiferromagnetic long-range
order. At low density, n, one expects the holes to be lo-
calized'7 and hence it is not unreasonable to assume in

that regime that one has a quenched random distribution
of dipolar textures. ' The latter leads to an algebraic de-
cay of the spin-correlation function at T =0:

S(r)—=(o(r) o(0))
@([a]) =exp g hj a& exp — KJ a; aj

i J ~J

(9)
(lo)

The first factor, with the complex local field hj, is
equivalent to the semiclassical factorization used above,
while the second, K;J, term builds in pair correlations as
in the Marshall AF state. ' We have carried out numer-
ical minimization with Eq. (9) and arrived at the same
conclusions as listed above. Finally, we have also studied
the spin correlations of the numerically obtained exact
ground state of the vacancy in a eighteen-site cluster'o

as can be found by a straightforward calculation' close-
ly following conventional Kosterlitz-Thouless analysis.

The dynamics of holes and long-wavelength spin waves
can be further investigated by use of an effective Hamil-
tonian that generalizes the "microscopic" continuum
Hamiltonian of Eq. (5). This H, ff describes the coupling
of the hole quasiparticles to the spin waves in a Born-
Oppenheimer approximation and can be derived pertur-
batively from Eqs. (1) and (5). It has the form

Heff (2p) tI+ t)@+g~j, (i 8,OH +H.c.)+g2m +ie —(g3j, +g4rn )++,

where p is the effective mass and the g's are renormal-
ized [cf. Eq. (5)] coupling constants. As written, H, ff is
rotationally invariant; however, as discussed earlier, the
quasihole state lies at the zone boundary and is aniso-
tropic. This effect can be included by the redefinition of
p 'rl, acting on y.

Another potentially important consequence of the
long-range structure of the hole state concerns the in-
teraction between the holes. A generalization of the
semiclassical analysis described above to the case of two
holes shows that they have dipolar interactions and,
hence, an attractive channel, leading to a singlet, s-like
(but anisotropic) bound state. This clearly has interest-

ing implications for superconductivity, which will be dis-
cussed elsewhere.

In conclusion, we have found that the quantum motion
of the vacancy results in a long-range dipolar twist of the
staggered magnetization in the ground state of the hole.
We have also derived an eff'ective Hamiltonian [Eq.
(11)] describing the coupling of the hole quasiparticle
with long. wavelength spin waves. In this paper we have
emphasized the semiclassical aspects of the problem,
with the spin fluctuations being added either via the
Marshall wave function [Eq. (9)] or spin-wave perturba-
tion theory. " It is important to stress that while the ex-
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istence of AF staggered order in the spin state was an

essential assumption, the broken symmetry was not: We
find dipolar textures in the Marshall variational state
(and the ground state of the small cluster with a vacan-

cy) with no sublattice magnetization (total spin —, for
the exact cluster solution).

Finally, while this article was being prepared for pub-

lication we learned of work by Wiegman who has also
derived a continuum Hamiltonian similar to Eq. (5).
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